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ABSTRACT

2. CHANNEL MODEL AND RESULTS

In this work we consider multiple antenna systems in which
a large number of antennas occupy a given physical volume and we investigate the behavior of the capacity when
increasing the number of antennas. In this regime the assumptions of the standard multiple antenna models become
questionable. We introduce several new channel models
that better fit this scenario and show that for such "spatially
dense" multiple antenna systems one should expect the behavior of the capacity to be qualitatively different than what
the standard multiple antenna models predict.

We consider a system with t transmit antennas and T receive
antennas in which the received vector Y E @' depends on
the transmitted vector U E Ct via

v=Hu+w

(1)

where H E C x tis the channel transfer matrix and w is
zero-mean complex circular symmetric Gaussian noise. We
assume that E[wwt] = u21,. The transmitter is constrained
in its total power, i.e., &[ut,] 5 P or equivalently tr(&) 5
P where Q = &[uu']is the input covariance matrix.
In most physical scenarios, the gain Hi, from the ith
transmitter to the jthreceiver is due to the agglomeration of
many small contributions and thus it is reasonable to assume
that the collection {Hji} is jointly Gaussian, and circularly
symmetric. Furthermore. it is also common to assume that
the { H j ; } form an independent collection.
While this last assumption can be justified in cases for which
the transmitting antennas are separated from each other by
some multiple (e.g., 1/4) of the wavelength and likewise
for the receiving antennas, when we wish to talk about a
large number of antenna packed into a fixed volume this assumption becomes questionable. Furthermore, if one fixes
the variances of Hj, and holds the total transmitted power
constant, the total signal power received by the receiving antennas scales with T. If the receiving antennas are assumed
to occupy a given volume, to assume that one can increase
the total received power by placing more receiving antennas
into this volume sounds very dubious. The concerns raised
above leads us to consider a multiple antenna system with T
receiving and t transmitting antennas where

1. INTRODUCTION
It is widely recognized that the use of multiple antennas at
both ends of a communication system can greatly increase
the capacity of the link. In particular, if the entries of the
channel transfer matrix are assumed to be i.i.d. Gaussian
random variables and known at the receiver, the capacity increases linearly with the minimum number of transmit and
receive antennas [I]. With the use of multiple antennas, the
space becomes a new resource to be exploited towards increasing the capacity of the communication systems. However, in practical applications, the space allocated to the
transmitter and the receiver is in general limited, and we
have a fixed volume to place the transmitlreceive antennas.
It is clear that if we start packing many antennas in a limited
volume they will begin to couple and the capacity gains predicted in [ l ] will diminish considerably. This suggests that
there should be a limit on the capacity that can be achieved
using a given volume.
Motivated by these considerations, we investigate the
case when more and more antennas are packed into a given
physical volume. For alternative approaches to the question
of physical limitation of space, see [2], [3]. In the next section we present our first proposition of the channel model
for such systems.

+

v = T-'/~Hu W.

(2)

The scaling of the information carrying component Hu of
the received signal by T-'/' ensures that the total received
power remains bounded even when we increase T. We will
assume that the entries of the channel gain matrix H are
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We will say that such a system is spatially dense at the receiver. For the time being, let the transmitting antennas he
‘sparse’, i.e., suppose that C = I t .
With these assumptions, one can show that the eigenvalues
of the matrix DIT for larger approach the (point) spectrum
of the operator d: Notice first that the operator d only has
a point spectrum (see, e.g. [7]) and that the eigenvalues of
D / T are exactly those of the operator d , : [0,1]’ + @,
where
d&,B) = d(LTal/T,LTB~/T).
(5)

jointly circularly symmetric and Gaussian, and have a correlation structure given by

-~
,I

One justification for the above form is the following. Imagine that the signals sent from the transmitted antennas first
travel to a ‘cloud’ of scatterers, and then from this cloud
they travel to the receiving antennas. Assume that once
scattered by the cloud, the signals have lost any statistical
“information” about their origins. This translates to the assumption that Hi; = AiBj where Ai is the gain from the
transmitter i to the cloud, Bj the gain from the cloud to the
receiver j and that the ‘A’ gains and ‘B’gains are independent. However, it is likely that when antennas i and k are
close to each other Ai and A k will be correlated, and similarly for B3 and Bi. If we let these correlations he Cki and
Dji we obtain (3). Since C and D represent correlation matrices, it becomes clear that we should assume that C and
D are non-negative definite matrices. Note that the same
correlation structure is assumed in [ 5 ] , [6].
For the purposes of this paper, assume (quite optimistically) that the receiver is aware of the realization of H, hut
that the transmitter only knows the statistics of H, namely,
C and D . From [ I ] we know that in our settings, the capacity is given by

C=

max

Second, note that for any L2[0,11 function g.

/ d a ) * d J a , B)g(B)dadB + / d a ) * d ( a , B ) s ( B ) h d B
with increasing T. Combining this with the extrema1 representation of the eigenvalues of Hermitian operators and
matrices we see that the eigenvalues of D/T approach the
spectrum of d.
It is now easy to see that the capacity of this system
in the limit of large T and t approaches a finite limit. If
one assumes that the transmitting antennas are also spatially
dense, then a more involved argument leads one to conclude
that the effect of large T and t on the capacity is to scale the
power by a factor t. In other words, if C ( T t, , P) denotes the
capacity for a given number of receiving and transmitting
antennas and available power P , C(T,t , P) behaves like
F ( t P )for large T and t fora suitable function F. This could
to he due to the feasibility in the model of the beam-forming
at the transmitter when there is a large amount of correlation
hetween the gains from transmitting antennas to the scattering medium. However, from the analysis performed so far
we are not able to give a reasonable physical explanation of
this artificial effect, which seems to be due to a flaw in our
channel model. Therefore, in the following we are going to
review the channel model and consider in our analysis the
mutual coupling between antennas. This effect is due to the
electromagnetic interactions between antennas and has been
studied extensively in the past by antenna arrays designers.
There are several possibilities to consider mutual coupling
between antennas. One approach within our framework is
to consider the Z-Matrix of the system.

Elogdet

Qtr.(Q)<P

After some algebra, we find that for a channel correlation matrix as in equation (3) the capacity is

-

i

C=

max

Elogdet

Q:tr(P,< P

where G = A ‘ / 2 W M ‘ / 2 , W contains proper Gaussian
N ( 0 , l ) random variables, A and A4 contain the singular
values of D and C respectively and 6 is a unitary transformation of Q.
Let us now bring in the path gain correlations due to the
proximity of the receiving antennas to each other. Consider
a fixed volume of space into which we pack more and more
receiving antennas. In this case, we can label the antennas
such that ( j - l ) / r indicates the physical location of antenndj when T receiving antennas are present. It now makes
sense to assume that the correlation between the j t h and lth
receiving antennas is a function of their physical positions
~ (I - l ) / ~
i.e.,
,
only, thus, Djr is a function of ( j - 1 ) /and
Dji = d ( ( j - l ) / ~ , ( l - l ) / ~ ) . S i n c e d : [0,1]2+@models
a covariance function, it is Hermitian and positive definite,
i.e., d ( a , B ) = d ( B , a ) * , J J g ( 4 * d ( a , B ) d B ) h d B 2 0
for any g. In addition, let us assume that d is continuous
and that

//

Id(a,B)I2dadB< 00.

3. Z-PARAMETER APPROACH
To include mutual coupling between antennas in our model,
we take a very general approach. We will consider the entire
system as one large multi-port where each antenna is associated with a port. In this model in principle all ports are
coupled. We will determine the channel transfer function in
terms of the Z-parameters.
Figure 1 depicts this multi-port representation of our
channel. For clarity we arranged the ports in such a way
that those associated with transmit antennas are on the right

(4)
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neglect it, thereby obtaining
VR

=

=

(2,

zRTz&vT

ZRTIT.

(7)

The term ZRTIT represents the voltages at the receive
antennas induced by the currents IT at the transmit antennas, when the coupling between the receive antennas is not
yet accounted for (e.g. see [4]). We denote these voltages
by
VRT = ZRTIT.
(8)
The voltages VRTare called "open-circuit voltages", as they
represent those parts of the terminal voltages that are caused
only by the incident electromagnetic field when all the antennas are open-circuited. Combining the previous three
equations we obtain

Fig. 1. Multi-port representation
and those related to the receive antennas are set on the left.
We denote by VT the column vector of the voltages at the
T
transmitter, that is, VT = ( V , , , V T , ~.,..,V T , ~ ). The vectors VR,IR and IT are defined similarly.
Our multi-port can be described through Z-parameters as
follows:

+

VR = VRT ZRRIR.

,-:

(9)

which tells us that the terminal voltage at a receive antenna
is a superposition of a voltage induces by an incoming electromagnetic field and voltages induced via coupling due to
currents on the antennas of the array. Thus, we obtain a
very simple and intuitive channel model which agrees with
the models considered by antenna array designers [41.
In the following we are going to review the input power
constraint. In our channel model we consider the voltages VT
applied to the terminals of the antennas to be the input signals of the channel. Remember that the channel (voltage)
transfer matrix was found to be

The subblock matrices on the main diagonal ZRRand ZTT
characterize the mutual coupling within the receive and transmit arrays. respectively. ZRT stands for the "transmission
impedance" from the transmit array to the receive array.
Similarly, ZTR stands for the transmission impedance from
the receive array to the transmit array.
We assume that we fix a certain voltage VT at the transmitter, and at the receiver we put loads (see Figure 1). We
denote the diagonal matrix of the loads at the receiver by
ZL,i.e., ZL = diag(Z~,I,Z~,z,..
. , Z L , ~ ) .Under these
circumstances the currents and voltages at the receiver are
related through the loads VR = -ZLIR. Plugging this into
equation (6) we can easily find VR = f (VT):

H = zL( z L

+

zRR)-'

zRTz&.

(10)

So far, the power constraint in the determination of capacity was given by
tr (uu')

I

VR

+ zRR1-l
ZL ( Z L + ZRR)-'

ZL

= ( I , + Z R R Z , - ' - Z R T Z ~ ~ Z T R Z ~ ' ) -ZRTZ&.VT,

where I , denotes the r-dimensional identity matrix.
We can see that the above expression gives us the (voltage)
transfer matnx in terms of the two transmission matrices
ZRT, ZTR and the two coupling matrices Z R R and ZTT at
the receiver and transmitter, respectively.
The enuies of the matrices ZTT, ZRT, ZTR and ZRR
are related to the distance between the corresponding antennas. Since the distance between transmitter and receiver is
generally much larger than the distance between elements
of an array, the entries of the coupling matrices ZTT and
Z R R are much larger than those of the transmission m a t r ces ZRT and Z T R . Since the last term inside the brackets
contains the product of ZRT and ZTR it is reasonable to

5 P,

(1 1)

where U was the vector of the input signal and P denoted
the maximal total real power available.
As we have seen in the previous equations, when we have
coupling between antennas the terminal impedances of the
transmit antennas will change depending on the distance between antennas. Then, the relation between voltages and
currents at the transmit array will change as well. On the
other hand, we see that the power constraint in (1 I ) depends
only on the input voltages. Thus, it can happen that the real
power consumed (which depends on both currents and voltages) may increase even if the power constraint in ( I I ) is
fulfilled. A more realistic power constraint is

R ~ { I $ v ~ } = R ~ { I $ z ~ ~ I ~ } (12)
<P.
Here P is the total real power supplied to the array. After
some simple algebra we obtain the new power constraint as
tr (YQ) 5 P.

(13)

5
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z-?+z-'

both present. As expected (see analysis in Section 1) the capacity computed only with correlation is increasing with the
number of transmit antennas. However, when we have both
correlation and coupling the capacity saturates with the increasing number of transmit antennas. This shows that the
presence of the coupling in the channel model eliminates the
artificial effects observed in Section I . In the region of interelement spacing of about 0.25X we found that despite some
correlation in the channel, there is actually a major gain in
the capacity. This seems to agree with G.H. Brown's antenna theory which was confirmed in practice by J.D. Kraus'
W8JK antennas [4]. This theory predicts that for arrays with
antennas spaced at distances about 0.25X there can be actually he a gain in the field strength. This effect seems to be
due to the coupling between the antennas which leads to a
decomlation of the signals.

where Y =
and Q = VTV.. With the new power
constraint, the capacity formula becomes:

C=

max

&{log(det(I,+HQHt))},

Q tr(~Q4F,')<P
~i

with the voltage transfer matrix H from equation (7).
In order to simplify the power constraint, we define
flQfl'
and the capacity expression becomes

C=

6=

may E {log (det ( I , +I?sI?t))},
(14)
U^: t.(Q)<P

I?

-

where = Hfl-'.
Since the optimization over the covariance matrix Q is
difficult to do analytically,-we performed Matlab simulations where we computed Q numerically. We have considered linear arrays where the antennas are spaced uniformly
in the corresponding lengths of the arrays d T . dR. Once
chosen, dT and d R are kept constant while we increase the
number of the antennas. As a basis for the new channel
model we use the correlation channel introduced in Section 1. In other words, the transfer matrix ZRT has the
same correlation structure as described in equation (3). In
order to show more clearly the effects of the mutual coupling, we will also include in our plots the capacity curves
corresponding to the channel model from Section 1. The
coupling between antennas was computed with the formulas corresponding to thin linear antennas of length X f 2.

4. CONCLUSION
Spatially dense multiple antenna systems exhibit qualitatively different behavior from their sparse counterparts in
the limit of large number of antennas. This paper attempts
to point out the gross differences between such systems by
computing the capacity associated with several new proposed channel models which are more appropriate to the
case when many antennas are packed into a limited volume.
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Fig. 2. Capacity as a function oft and d T for r = 10 and
d R = 100OX
Figure 2 shows capacity in the case when the antennas
at the receiver are fixed (both as number and position). The
number of receive antennas is IO and the length of the entire
receive array is lOOOX so that the assumption of no correlation at receiver side is valid. We observe that in the region
where the transmit antennas are sparse the two curves coincide as expected since in that region we have no coupling
and no correlation. On the other extreme, when the transmit antennas are very close by, coupling and correlation are
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